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Motivation for DoHeCa

- Education for donor professionals hardly exists
- Separated professional area’s (blood, cells, tissues and organs)
- Not all countries/institutions are compliant with legislation
- Donor care attracts/needs more attention
The DoHeCa project

- Target groups: professionals in medical care of donors
- Area: donors who donate 'Substances of Human Origin' (SoHo)
- Development of a master program (University of Amsterdam)
- EU grant Life Long Learning, October 2013-2016
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DoHeCa and WP TTID

If you are interested in this matter, please read the outline of the TTID module, and give us your opinion:

- is outline of TTID study material adequate?
- are the assignments relevant?
- what would you add or drop?

your remarks are wellcome, eg. via e-mail: p.vandenburg@sanquin.nl , h.zaaijer@sanquin.nl

thank you...